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Abstract—Resilience to packet loss is a critical requirement in
predictive video coding for transmission over packet-switched networks, since the prediction loop propagates errors and causes substantial degradation in video quality. This work proposes an algorithm to optimally estimate the overall distortion of decoder frame
reconstruction due to quantization, error propagation, and error
concealment. The method recursively computes the total decoder
distortion at pixel level precision to accurately account for spatial and temporal error propagation. The accuracy of the estimate
is demonstrated via simulation results. The estimate is integrated
into a rate-distortion (RD)-based framework for optimal switching
between intra-coding and inter-coding modes per macroblock. The
cost in computational complexity is modest. The framework is further extended to optimally exploit feedback/acknowledgment information from the receiver/network. Simulation results both with
and without a feedback channel demonstrate that precise distortion estimation enables the coder to achieve substantial and consistent gains in PSNR over known state-of-the-art RD- and non-RDbased mode switching methods.
Index Terms—Intra-mode, intra-refresh, packet loss, packet
video, rate-distortion, video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

V

IDEO signals have traditionally been transmitted over networks that provide a guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS)
for the connection. Therefore, the focus of video coding has
been almost exclusively concerned with compression efficiency.
In recent years, however, packet-switched networks such as the
Internet have become overwhelmingly important. Some of these
networks currently provide limited or no end-to-end QoS guarantees. Further, it is anticipated that wireless extensions to the
wired backbone will result in additional QoS bottlenecks. Consequently, research on video coder design for packet-switched
networks is facing major new challenges.
In packet-switched networks, packets may be discarded due
to buffer overflow at intermediate nodes of the network, or may
be considered lost due to long queuing delays. This problem
is severe, and the packet loss rate in Internet communications,
for example, may reach 20% [1]. Clearly, robustness to packet
loss is a crucial requirement. The problem is exacerbated in the
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case of (standard) predictive video coding where the prediction
loop propagates errors and causes substantial, and sometimes
catastrophic, deterioration of the received video signal.
A variety of techniques have been proposed to enhance the
robustness of the video communication system to packet loss
[2]–[11]. It is widely recognized that intra-coding is an important tool for mitigating the effects of packet loss. By switching
off the inter-frame prediction loop for certain macroblocks
(MB’s), the reproduced blocks are no longer dependent on past
frames and error propagation is stopped. Further, intra-coding
requires no modification to the bit stream syntax and is, hence,
compatible with standards such as H.263 . However, the robustness provided by intra-coding may be costly, as it typically
requires a higher bit rate than inter-coding (with prediction).
Too many intra-coded MB’s will significantly degrade the
compression performance. Thus, the problem of switching
between intra-coding and inter-coding, so as to achieve the
right balance between compression efficiency and robustness,
is very important and has been widely addressed. Periodic
intra-coding of whole frames [12], or contiguous blocks [1],
or random blocks [13] has been proposed. These methods use
a heuristic relationship between the packet loss rate and the
refresh frequency, but apply intra-coding uniformly to all the
regions of the frame. “Content adaptive” methods apply frequent intra-update to regions that undergo significant changes
[14], or where a rough estimate of decoder error exceeds a
given threshold [15], [16]. A more direct and complete solution
incorporates mode selection within an overall rate-distortion
(RD) framework so as to directly optimize the performance.
An early proposal of mode selection based on an RD framework to combat packet loss appeared in [17]. A significant
improvement to RD based mode selection was proposed in
[13] and [18] where the encoder takes into account the effects
of error concealment. Here, the encoder can give priority to
intra-coding of regions where the effect of packet loss is more
severe. Incorporation of error concealment in computation of
decoder distortion at the encoder has also been described in
[10, Appendix 1, Error Tracking], [16], and [19]. Refer also
to [20] for a more general discussion of RD frameworks that
incorporate channel error.
Although RD-based mode selection methods [17], [13], [18]
represent a significant advance over the early heuristic mode
switching strategies, they suffer from a severe drawback. The
encoders in these schemes do not possess the capability to accurately estimate the overall distortion in the decoder frame reconstruction (which is due to quantization and concealment after
packet loss and error propagation). In [17] simple approximative distortion estimation is suggested, while the encoder in [13]
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Fig. 1.
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Predictive video coding with inter/intra-mode switches. (MC: motion compensation, EC: error concealment.)

and [18] ignores error propagation beyond one frame and, further, approximates the total block distortion as a simple sum of
the quantization distortion of that block, and weighted concealment distortion of corresponding blocks in the previous frame.
The main contribution of our work is a method to optimally
estimate at the encoder the overall distortion of the decoder
for the given rate, packet loss, and error concealment method.
The method uses a recursive algorithm to estimate the total
distortion at pixel level precision, and thus accurately account
for error propagation along both the temporal and spatial (due
to motion compensation) axes. We demonstrate the accuracy
of the estimate through simulation results and, further, provide
compelling experimental evidence that incorporation of the optimal estimator within an RD based mode switching algorithm
achieves substantial performance gains over state-of-the-art RD
[13], [18] and non-RD-based mode [1], [16] switching algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we analyze
the error propagation problem in video coding, and describe
the necessary conditions for an accurate decoder distortion estimate. In Section III, we derive an algorithm that computes, at the
encoder, the optimal estimate of the overall distortion of decoder
reconstruction at pixel level precision. The accuracy of the estimate is demonstrated via simulation results. We incorporate the
estimate within a rate-distortion based optimal mode switching
coder in Section IV, and present results to demonstrate the performance of the method. In Section V, we extend our framework
to the scenario where a feedback channel is available. The superiority of the proposed approach over other state-of-the-art mode
switching techniques that use feedback is demonstrated by simulation.
II. ERROR PROPAGATION AND OVERALL DISTORTION
The common video coding scheme is hybrid and employs
inter-frame prediction to remove temporal redundancies,
and (typically, discrete cosine) transform coding to exploit
spatial redundancies. The video frame is segmented into
“macroblocks” (MB’s) that are sequentially encoded. Each MB
may be encoded in one of two coding modes: inter-mode and
intra-mode. In inter-mode, the MB is first “predicted” from the

Fig. 2. Origins of pixels in a current block, and the effect of motion
compensation on spatial and temporal error propagation.

previously decoded frame via motion compensation. Then the
prediction error, or residue, is transform-coded. In intra-mode,
the original MB data are transform-coded directly without
recourse to prediction. Although operation in inter-mode generally achieves higher compression efficiency, it is more sensitive
to channel errors as it promotes error propagation. To further
illustrate this point, let us refer to the video communication
system of Fig. 1.
Let a packet containing data from the current frame be lost
in the channel, and let the decoder perform error concealment.
Clearly, the resulting reconstruction at the decoder is different
from the reconstruction at the encoder. Now, if inter-mode
coding is employed to encode the next frame, errors will
propagate to it via the prediction step. Whenever the motion
vector is nonzero, the error propagates in both the temporal
and the spatial directions. Such propagation will continue until
an intra-coded block, which is independent of prior frames, is
correctly received.
As shown in Fig. 2, the pixels in the current MB may have
been motion compensated from pixels in different MB’s in the
previous frame, each with potentially different error propagation history. Clearly, motion compensation leads to spatial error
propagation beyond MB boundaries. Hence, only by computing
the estimate of the decoder reconstruction of each individual
pixel can we accurately account for error propagation, and truly
optimize the mode switching strategy. Further, note that for virtually all useful distortion measures, including the mean square
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error criterion, the distortion due to quantization and the distortion due to concealment are not additive. Instead, they are
combined in a highly complex fashion to produce the overall
distortion. In the next section, we derive a method to optimally
estimate the total decoder distortion for the given rate, packet
loss condition and error concealment method. The distortion is
calculated for each pixel in a frame via a simple recursion to accurately account for both spatial and temporal error propagation.
The optimal estimate is incorporated within an RD framework
for optimal switching between inter-coding and intra-coding per
MB. We show that performance of RD-based mode switching is
substantially improved by the use of the precise distortion estimate.
III. RECURSIVE OPTIMAL PER-PIXEL ESTIMATE
DECODER DISTORTION

OF

A. Preliminaries
The packet video system we consider is shown in Fig. 1.
is comFrame of the original video signal, denoted by
The bits are packpressed and the encoder reconstruction is
etized and transmitted over the network. The packets are constructed such that each packet can be independently decoded,
and, hence, the loss of one packet does not prevent the decoding
of other packets (of course, the reconstruction may still suffer
from inter-frame error propagation). In our coding system, we
form a group of blocks (GOB) from all the MB’s in a particular
row (slice), and assume that each GOB is carried in a separate
packet. In this setting, the loss rate of a pixel equals the packet
loss rate
We assume that the packet loss rate is available at the encoder. This can be either specified as part of the initial negotiations, or adaptively calculated from information provided by
the transmission protocol. For example, the real time control
protocol (RTCP) [2] provides the encoder with information for
calculation of packet loss rate, packet delay, and delay jitter.
The packets are decoded at the receiver. When a packet is
lost, an error concealment technique is used for estimating the
missing video segment. We denote the decoded (and possibly
error-concealed) reconstruction of frame at the receiver by
Note that the encoder does not have access to the value of
and must treat it as a random variable.
Any of the error concealment techniques that have been proposed in the literature (see [8]) may be used at the decoder. The
temporal-replacement method is relatively simple and efficient
[13], [14]. We used the temporal-replacement method in our experiments as follows. The motion vector of a missing MB is estimated as the median of motion vectors of the nearest three MB’s
in the preceding GOB (above). If the previous GOB is lost, too,
the estimated motion vector is set to zero. The pixels in the previous frame, that are pointed to by the estimated motion vector,
are used to replace the missing pixels in the current frame.
B. Expected Decoder Distortion per Pixel
denote the original value of pixel in frame and let
Let
denote its encoder reconstruction. The reconstructed value
at the decoder, possibly after error concealment, is denoted by

Recall that for the encoder,
is a random variable. Using
the mean square error as distortion metric, the overall expected
distortion for this pixel is

(1)
requires the first and
We observe that the computation of
second moments of each random variable in the sequence
We develop recursion functions to sequentially compute these
two moments. For the recursion step, we consider two cases
depending on whether the pixel belongs to an intra-coded MB
or an inter-coded MB.
1) Pixel in an Intra-Coded MB: Let us first assume that the
packet containing the intra-coded MB to which the pixel beand the problongs is received correctly. We thus have
If the packet is lost, the decoder first
ability of this event is
checks if the previous GOB (above) has been received correctly.
If the previous GOB is available, the median motion vector of
the nearest three MB’s is calculated and used to associate pixel
in the current frame with pixel in the previous frame. We thus
and the probability of this event is
On
have
the other hand, if the previous GOB was lost as well, we set the
with
motion vector estimate to zero. Thus, we have
Combining the three cases, the first and second
probability
for a pixel in an intra-coded MB are given by
moments of
(intra-mode denoted by )

(2)

(3)
2) Pixel in an Inter-Coded MB: The derivation of the moments is more complex if the pixel belongs to an inter-coded
MB. Let us assume that the true motion vector of the MB is
such that pixel is predicted from pixel in the previous frame.
The preThus, the encoder prediction of this pixel is
is compressed, and we denote the quantized
diction error,
The encoder reconstruction of this pixel,
is
residue by
obtained by adding the quantized residue to the prediction. Thus
(4)
What is actually transmitted over the network is the comand the motion vector. If the current packet
pressed residue
and the
is correctly received, the decoder has access to both
motion vector. But, it must use for prediction the decoder’s rewhich is
construction of pixel in the previous frame,
potentially different from the value used by the encoder. Thus
the decoder reconstruction of pixel is given by
(5)
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(Note that the value,
is unknown to, and therefore modeled as a random variable by, the encoder.) This explains how the
error propagates in time even when subsequent frames are correctly received. The probability of the packet correctly reaching
If the packet containing the inter-coded
the receiver is
MB is lost, the decoder performs error concealment in a manner
identical to that of an intra-coded MB. The first and second mofor a pixel in an inter-coded MB are then given by
ments of
(inter-mode denoted by )

(6)

(7)
We reemphasize that these recursions are performed at the
encoder in order to calculate the expected distortion at the decoder. The encoder can exploit this result directly in its encoding
decisions, and, in particular, for mode switching.
If small nonlinearities such as clipping are neglected, the
above derivation is precise in the case of integer-pixel motion
compensation. In the half-pixel motion compensation case, we
need to take into account the bilinear interpolation performed
for motion compensated prediction. The first-order moment
can still be computed exactly, but the second-order moment
involves computing the correlation of large matrices, and
appears impractical to implement in systems of reasonable
complexity. However, we will show that the optimal estimate
for this case is well approximated by the simpler recursion
of integer-pixel motion and, although strictly speaking it is
suboptimal, substantial gains are maintained. It should be
noted that when coding options such as OBMC (Annex F
of H.263 ) or deblocking filter (Annex J of H.263 ), or
more sophisticated error concealment techniques are used, an
appropriate modification should be made to our model.
C. Simulation Results
We now discuss the accuracy of the proposed “recursive
optimal per-pixel estimate” (ROPE). We will compare our
estimate to the approach recently proposed in [13] and [18],
which we will refer to as the “block-weighted distortion
estimate” (BWDE), and briefly specify next. BWDE estimates
the decoder distortion via the formula
This formula should be interpreted as follows [21]: for each
block of the previous frame, compute the distortion we would
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incur if it were lost and concealed.
of a block in the current
frame is defined as the weighted average of the concealment
distortion of the previous frame blocks that are mapped to it by
motion compensation (where the weights correspond to their
relative coverage of the block area) to which we add the quanconsists
tization distortion of the current block residual.
only of the quantization distortion of the current residual. Note
that this approach assumes that the current block is received
correctly and considers two cases depending on whether or not
corresponding previous frame blocks were lost and concealed.
Note further that it assumes that the distortion is additive in its
concealment and quantization components. As an additional
reference approach, we use the simplistic estimate based only
on the quantization distortion, which we call the “quantization
distortion estimate” (QDE).
We implemented the distortion estimation algorithm by
appropriately modifying the Telenor H.263 codec [26]. Each
packet was assumed to contain one GOB and a random packet
loss generator is used to drop packets at a specified loss
rate. The temporal-replacement method was used for error
concealment in all the cases. In the simulation, MB’s are
randomly selected for intra-updates. Color QCIF sequences
are encoded, and the total decoder frame distortion of the
luminance component is estimated by the above three methods.
The estimates are compared to the actual decoder distortion
averaged over 30 different channel realizations (with different
packet loss patterns).
In Fig. 3(a) the sequence carphone of 250 frames is encoded
with integer motion compensation at bit rate of 100 kps, frame
rate of 10 f/s (a total of 84 frames encoded), and packet loss
rate of 10%. In Fig. 3(b) the sequence salesman of 150 frames
is coded at bit rate 300 kps, frame rate 30 f/s, and packet loss
rate 10%. It is evident that the proposed ROPE model provides
a highly accurate estimate of the decoder distortion. We also
conducted similar experiments for the half pixel motion compensation case. Fig. 4 gives a typical result, and we can see that
the ROPE model still provides good estimates and substantially
outperforms the other competitors.
IV. RD-BASED MODE SWITCHING ALGORITHM
Mode switching within a rate-distortion framework is a
known efficient tool for video compression in error-free
channels [22], [23]. In our approach, we incorporate the overall
expected distortion as computed by the ROPE model within the
rate-distortion framework in order to automatically choose the
number and the location of the intra-coded MB’s. This enables
minimization of the overall distortion (including compression
and concealment) for the given packet loss rate and bit rate. We
refer to the resulting technique as ROPE-RD. In this section,
we consider the basic system where no feedback information is
available at the encoder. The ROPE-RD algorithm is extended
in Section V to the case of a communication system with a
feedback channel.
A. Mode Switching Within a Rate-Distortion Framework
The “classical” rate-distortion problem in video coding is that
of switching between the coding modes per MB to minimize the
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ditive and, hence, the cost can be independently minimized for
each MB. Therefore, the optimal encoding mode for each MB
is chosen by a simple minimization
(8)
where the distortion of the MB is the sum of the distortion contributions of the individual pixels
(9)
The ROPE model is used to calculate the distortion per pixel,
and then decide on the coding mode per MB via (8).
Note that this overall rate-distortion framework 1) subsumes
the standard rate-distortion case [22] where packet-loss is ignored; and 2) encompasses all sources of distortion. The rate can
A simple
be controlled by varying the Lagrange multiplier
rate control scheme for rate-distortion optimized video coding
in an error-free environment can be found in [22]. However,
we observed that in our error-prone environment, this method
doesn’t work well. Instead, we performed rate-control by using
the “buffer status” to update as in [23] and [24]. We update
per frame via
(10)
where

is given by
(11)

Fig. 3. Comparison between actual and estimated decoder PSNR in the
integer-pixel motion compensation case. Competing estimators: ROPE
(proposed), BWDE [13], [18], QDE. (a) Carphone, r 100 kb/s, f = 10 f/s,
p = 10%. (b) Salesman, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s, p = 10%.

=

For each MB, the mode and the quantization step size are selected to minimize the rate-distortion Lagrangian. More sophisticated rate control methods are expected to achieve better performance, but this issue is peripheral to the central contribution
of this paper.
The algorithm can be extended to incorporate the choice of
motion vector within the rate-distortion optimization as in [25].
B. Complexity Considerations

Fig. 4. Comparison between actual and estimated decoder PSNR in the
half-pixel motion compensation case. Competing estimators: ROPE (proposed),
BWDE [13], [18], QDE. Salesman, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s, p = 10%.

total distortion subject to a given rate constraint
Equivalently, we may recast the problem as an unconstrained Lagrange
where is the Lagrangian multiminimization,
plier. Note that individual MB contributions to this cost are ad-

An important aspect of the proposed ROPE-RD approach is
that the expected distortion is precisely computed for each pixel.
The superiority of this approach over other known methods,
which calculate the distortion approximately at the MB level
[13], [16], [18], will be demonstrated by the simulation results.
This advantage is obtained at the cost of a modest increase in
computational complexity as is explained next.
In the ROPE-RD approach, we need to compute the distorfor the cases of intra-mode and
tion and two moments of
inter-mode, for each pixel. This task forms most of the computational burden. From (1) to (7), it is easy to see that error concealment is identical regardless of the coding mode of the MB,
and this fact reduces the computational complexity. For each
pixel in an intra-coded MB, we need 11 addition/multiplication
A pixel belonging
operations to calculate the moments of
to an inter-coded MB requires 16 addition/multiplication operations for this calculation. This is comparable to the number of
operations needed for performing the DCT operation. (For ex-
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ample, in the Telenor H.263 codec [26], the average number of
addition/multiplication operations per pixel for DCT is about
24.) Further, the error concealment algorithm has to be implemented at the encoder for each block. The temporal replacement
method that we use in our simulations requires negligible additional complexity. More sophisticated concealment algorithms
could result in additional encoder complexity. Note that all the
additional complexity is incurred only at the encoder.
Finally we note that we also need to store the moments as two
floating-point numbers per pixel. This additional storage complexity should not pose significant difficulties in most applications.
C. Simulation Results
We implemented the ROPE-RD mode switching strategy by
appropriately modifying the Telenor H.263 codec [26]. We assume the RTP payload format for packetizing the H.263 video
stream [27], and that each packet contains only one GOB (other
packetization formats may also be used with minor to no modification to the distortion model). A random packet loss generator
is used to drop packets at a specified loss rate. The temporal-replacement method for error concealment stated in Section III-A
is used in all simulations, and the rate control scheme of Section IV-A is used in all RD approaches (ROPE-RD, BWDE-RD,
and QDE-RD). The color QCIF sequence is encoded at the specified bit rate by the H.263 baseline encoder. The peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR) of the decoder luminance reconstruction is
computed for each frame and averaged over the whole sequence.
We average the PSNR over 30 different channel realizations
(with different packet loss patterns).
We first demonstrate that the accurate distortion estimate
provided by the ROPE model translates into substantial gains
in PSNR. We incorporated the three distortion estimation
methods of Section III-C within the RD framework for mode
selection. Fig. 5(a) shows the performance of the three RD
optimized mode selection schemes versus packet loss rate
for the carphone sequence encoded with integer pixel motion estimation. In Fig. 5(b), we present the results on sequence salesman with half pixel motion compensation. The
results clearly show that precise distortion estimation enables
ROPE-RD mode selection to achieve significant performance
gains over the other methods.
We then compare the proposed ROPE-RD mode switching algorithm to three known mode selection schemes for packet loss
networks: BWDE-RD [13], [18], “Scattered-Block Intra Update” (SB-IU), and “Contiguous-Block Intra Update (CB-IU)”
[1]. BWDE-RD of [13] and [18] estimates the overall decoder
distortion as explained in Section III-C [21] and incorporates the
distortion into an RD framework. The SB-IU method arbitrarily
groups, and cycles through the groups upassigns MB’s to
dating one group per frame so that the intra-updating frequency
(such a method was proposed in [13] besides
for each MB is
BWDE-RD). The CB-IU method follows the suggestion in [1],
where contiguous-block patterns are recommended depending
on the packet loss rate. Specifically, we use sizes of 2 2 for
%, 3 3 for
%, 4 4 for
%, and 5 5
%. The results under various bit rates and packet loss
for
rates are presented.

Fig. 5. PSNR versus packet loss rate for RD methods with different distortion
estimates. Methods: ROPE-RD (proposed), BWDE-RD [13], [18], QDE-RD.
(a) Carphone, integer pixel motion compensation, r
100 kb/s, f = 10 f/s.
(b) Salesman, half-pixel motion compensation, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s.

=

Tables I–III summarize simulation results for QCIF sequences miss_america, grandma, salesman, mother and
daughter, carphone, and foreman. We use 150 frames in
miss_america and 250 frames in the other sequences. Tables I
and II show the results for the case of frame rate of 10 f/s, with
bit rate of 64 and 100 kb/s, respectively. Results for bit rate of
300 kb/s and frame rate of 30 f/s are provided in Table III. The
packet loss rate is 10% in all tables.
The tables strongly support the claim that the proposed
ROPE-RD algorithm yields consistent and significant gains
over the other methods. Note that the relative performance of
the other approaches depends on the simulation conditions. In
particular, it is noteworthy that BWDE-RD works better than
SB-IU and CB-IU in sequences that exhibit substantial motion
(carphone and foreman) at low frame rates (where the motion
between the encoded frames is accentuated). However, this advantage diminishes and it may even become counterproductive
with increased frame rate and less motion.
Fig. 6 shows the performance versus packet loss rate for the
proposed ROPE-RD and the three competing methods. Results are given for the cases of integer pixel motion compensation and half-pixel motion compensation. On the salesman
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON QCIF SEQUENCES. (INTEGER PIXEL MOTION
64 kb/s, f = 10 f/s, p = 10%)
COMPENSATION, r

=

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON QCIF SEQUENCES. (INTEGER PIXEL MOTION
COMPENSATION, r = 100 kb/s, f = 10 f/s, p = 10%)

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON QCIF SEQUENCES. (INTEGER PIXEL MOTION
COMPENSATION, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s, p = 10%)

sequence, ROPE-RD outperforms the other three methods by
1.9 4.8 dB in the integer-pixel motion compensation case,
and by 1.5 4.2 dB for half-pixel motion compensation case.
We believe that the greater gains in the integer pixel motion
compensation case are mainly due to the fact that the distortion computation is exact. Fig. 7 shows the performance
versus bit rate on the salesman sequence for packet loss rate
of 10% at frame rate 30 f/s. Fig. 8 gives the frame-by-frame
evolution of the average PSNR for the carphone sequence
when encoded at 100 kb/s and 10 f/s with packet loss rate of
10%.
It is possible to encounter mismatch between the packet loss
rate assumed by the encoder in its optimization, and the actual
packet loss rate in the network. Fig. 9 depicts the performance
% while the actual packet loss
when the encoders assume

Fig. 6. PSNR versus packet loss rate. Methods: ROPE-RD (proposed),
BWDE-RD [13], [18], SB-IU [13], CB-IU [1]. (a) Salesman, integer pixel
motion compensation, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s. (b) Salesman, half-pixel
motion compensation, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s. (c) Carphone, half-pixel
motion compensation, r = 100 kb/s, f = 10 f/s.

rates are 10%, 15%, or 20%. Packet loss mismatch degrades the
performance of all the methods, but the proposed ROPE-RD exhibits a somewhat better robustness to mismatch, and increases
its gains over the competing approaches.
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backward channel from the receiver to the transmitter is available. Through this channel, the receiver can signal to the transmitter which packets were lost. We next extend the proposed
algorithm to naturally incorporate such feedback information.
A. Estimate Refinement with Feedback Information

Fig. 7. PSNR versus bit rate. Methods: ROPE-RD (proposed), BWDE-RD
[13], [18], SB-IU [13], CB-IU [1]. Salesman, half-pixel motion compensation,
f
30 f/s, p = 10%.

=

Fig. 8. PSNR versus time. Methods: ROPE-RD (proposed), BWDE-RD [13],
[18], SB-IU [13], CB-IU [1]. Carphone, half-pixel r = 100 kb/s, f = 10 f/s,
p = 10%.

We assume that a backward channel can indicate lost packets
via acknowledgment (ACK) or negative-acknowledgment
(NAK). For example, RTCP [2] allows such feedback information. The feedback information is assumed to arrive error free
at the encoder but with some delay. After the encoder finishes
encoding the th frame, it receives feedback information of
th frame, where is the number of frames encoded
the
during the round trip delay. In this case, the encoder has access
to the exact, albeit delayed, status of the decoder. Thus, the
encoder can now exactly compute the decoder reconstruction
However, the packet loss history
at, and prior to, frame
to frame remains unknown at this
from frame
point. The decoder reconstruction of frames
must still be treated as a sequence of random
signals by the encoder.
We now extend the ROPE estimate to the feedback case. After
getting the acknowledgment with delay the encoder first comth frame of decoder reconstruction,
putes exactly the
by employing error concealment whenever there was loss. Then
this reconstructed frame is used to initialize the recursion formulas to compute the first and second moments of random variThus, the
ables through frames
information obtained via feedback is utilized in refining the estimate of the overall distortion at the decoder precisely at the pixel
to frame are taken
level. Possible losses from frame
into account in the expectation. This refined estimate is then incorporated into the rate-distortion Lagrangian cost and used to
optimize mode selection as is explained in the next subsection.
Moreover, besides tracking the decoder status, the encoder can
also adapt to variations in packet loss rate according to the
available feedback information. This helps to track the network
condition and decreases the possibility of mismatch in packet
loss rate.
The computational complexity in this case is higher than that
of the previous (no-feedback) case since we need to retrack the
moments of the previous frames of in order to refine the expected distortion of the current frame. For in the range of 0
15 (equivalently, 0 500 ms for 30 f/s), this complexity is still
modest. Furthermore, when the round trip delay is large, we will
see that mode switching may ignore the feedback information,
thereby reducing complexity, with only minimal penalty in performance.
B. Simulation Results

Fig. 9. Performance for mismatch in packet loss rate. Methods: ROPE-RD
(proposed), BWDE-RD [13], [18], SB-IU [13], CB-IU [1]. Carphone, half-pixel
motion compensation, assumed p = 5%, r = 100 kb/s, f = 10 f/s.

V. INCORPORATING INFORMATION
FEEDBACK CHANNEL

FROM A

So far, we have assumed that there is no feedback information
from the decoder. However, in certain practical applications, a

As before, the approach is implemented by modifying the
H.263 coder. We compressed 200 frames from each of the two
QCIF video sequences carphone and grandma. We compare the
proposed ROPE-RD method with the current state-of-the-art
“error tracking” method proposed in [16] for mode switching
over channels with feedback. The error tracking method
intra-updates the MB’s whose “error energy” is greater than
the threshold. The “error energy” of the MB is initialized as
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Fig. 11. PSNR versus bit rate for channels with a feedback delay d = 500 ms.
Methods: ROPE-RD (proposed), Error Tracking [16], Same GOB. Carphone,
half-pixel motion compensation, f = 30 f/s, p = 10%, d = 500 ms.

=

Fig. 10. PSNR versus packet loss rate for channels with a feedback delay d
500 ms. Methods: ROPE-RD (proposed), Error Tracking [16], Same GOB. (a)
Carphone, half-pixel motion compensation, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s. (b)
Grandma, half-pixel motion compensation, r = 300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s.

the sum of absolute differences between the original block and
the reconstructed block whenever the MB is reported as lost,
and updated through temporal and spatial propagation given
the motion vectors [16]. In our simulation, we use the threshold
of 200. For additional reference, we provide the performance
of the “same GOB” method mentioned in [16]. In this method,
MB’s of the current frame at the location of MB’s that are
reported as lost (in a prior frame) are intra-coded. The “same
GOB” scheme does not consider spatial error propagation.
While the “error tracking” method takes this into account, the
estimate is imprecise, the updates are at the MB level, and a
heuristic threshold is used. Further, both these methods ignore
to
the effects of potential packet loss from frame
frame The temporal-replacement described in Section III-A
is used for error concealment by all the competing methods in
the simulations. The results under various bit rates, packet loss
rates, and feedback delays are presented and discussed.
Fig. 10 shows the performance versus packet loss rate for a
feedback channel with a delay of 500 ms. Fig. 11 presents the
performance versus bit rate on the carphone sequence for packet
loss rate of 10% and delay of 500 ms. The figures provide ample

Fig. 12. PSNR versus feedback delay. Methods: ROPE-RD (proposed), Error
Tracking [16], Same GOB. (a) Carphone, half-pixel motion compensation, r =
300 kb/s, f = 30 f/s, p = 10%. (b) Grandma, half-pixel motion compensation,
r = 100 kb/s, f = 30 f/s, p = 10%.

evidence for the superiority of ROPE-RD, which outperforms
the best of the other two methods by 0.3 2.6 dB.
In Fig. 12, we present the performance versus feedback delay
at packet loss rate of 10%. The frame rate is fixed at 30 f/s, and
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